GPCA POST-PLENARY REPORT
Sacramento Plenary, June 5-6, 2004

The Coordinating Committee wishes to thank everyone for attending the general assembly in Sacramento. We also want to give a hardy ‘thanks’ to the hosting committee and to the CC for a difficult job well done. The facilities were great and the Plenary well organized and productive. A Summary of Decisions made at the Plenary can be found at the end of this report.

Complete minutes of Plenaries and Working Group and Standing Committee meetings will be found on our website at: http://www.greens.org/plenary/archives/. (Note that the common GPCA login/password are required to view the minutes until they are approved at the next plenary.)

NEXT PLENARIES

The 2004 GPUS Presidential Nominating Convention will be held June 23-28 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The next GPCA state plenary is tentatively set for December 2004. The site for the next GPCA state plenary has not yet been determined. The General Assembly at the June 2004 GPCA plenary affirmed that a state nominating convention would be held in late July / early August in the event that no candidate nomination results from the national nominating convention.

SUBMITTING AGENDA ITEMS

Any late Summer state nominating convention will have only one agenda item to consider: Who to nominate for the GPCA presidential candidate on the November 2004 California general election ballot. No other agenda items will be accepted for this state nominating convention.

SUMMARY OF DECISIONS FROM SACRAMENTO PLENARY

- San Francisco Minutes Ratified.
- Fullerton Minutes to be Revised and Resubmitted for Ratification at next plenary
- CC authorized to appoint list of electors to support any GP presidential nomination
- Forrest Hill and Newell Taylor affirmed to the GPUS-CA delegation as alternates
- National Delegation Bylaws ratified.
- GPUS Convention Delegation Certification Statement ratified, excluding loyalty oath
- GPUS Convention Delegates instructed to use best judgement in ratifying proposed GPUS platform changes at National Convention
- GPUS Convention Delegates and Alternates approved by vote.

PROCEDURAL POINTS & REVISIONS

- 

PROPOSALS NOT PASSED

- Media Bylaws
- Ratification of Fullerton minutes
GREEN PARTY OF CALIFORNIA - PROPOSAL FORMAT
(May be found on-line at http://cagreens.org/cc/internal/admin/PropFormat.rtf)

PRESENTER: (group, Local or individual)

CONTACT: (name, address, phone number, email)

SUBJECT: (10 words or less)

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:
(100 words or less; include relationship, reasons and/or justification to the GPCA.)

PROPOSAL: (200 words or less)

COMMITTEE DECISION
(Report if the proposal had consensus of the committee, and/or what concerns
where expressed)

TIMELINE:

RESOURCES:
(personnel, number and frequency of meetings, projected work hours, finances, etc.)

-END-